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An economic perspective of 
drivers & outcomes of forest 
management approaches for 
multiple services: exploring 
different perspectives



A welfare economic perspective
• How do we get most utility out of our forests?

• Spatially

• Over time

• For different groups of people

• Outline:

• Drivers of change

• Land sparing / land sharing and economics

• Adaptation -Adjustment over time and with uncertainty

• Link to economy outside forests
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Drivers of change come from demand

• Forests give value to society because it has a value outside forests:

• products

• health

• happiness

• ...

• We need to also understand drivers of change for substitutes

• fitness centres instead of jogging

• cinema as a family activity instead of Sunday walk

• adventure activities in and outside forests

• If a market is well-functioning the price reflects these trade-offs

• on both demand and supply side

• But it is not well-functioning

 Forest economics: understand values so as to approximate well-
functioning markets
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Drivers of change come from demand
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Hetemaki & HUrmekoski
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336552208 



Replacing technology
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World bank working paper, Andres et al, 2014 
http://documents.shihang.org/curated/zh/375741468337759034/pdf/WPS6965.pdf



Collapse in forestry production? No, change of products. 
Adaptation is crucial for forest management
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Hetemaki & HUrmekoski
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336552208 



How fast can we change? where does the change come from –
how does it change our forests? And is that a problem?
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Source: Skove og
Plantager



Also non-marketed goods changes

• E.g. recreational activities from late 70ies to today in Denmark

• shorter distances, shorter visits, approx. unchanged number of visits (Jensen)

• Water price development
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Demand for wood less changed, causing non-marketed goods 
to be relatively more valuable
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Increased focus on 
how to deliver 
non-marketed 
services

To what degree are 
they in conflict 
with wood 
production?



Should we always strive for most diversity / multi-
functionality?

Not necessarily:

• Depends on the values of diversity

• The cost of obtaining these
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Land sparing/land sharing
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high biodiversity

low biodiversity

low wood production high wood production

possible 
relationships

value

value

value value

we know surprisingly little of these relationships in terms of:
• biophysical relations
• costs of provision
• values



Economic reasons for land sparing

• Specialized products (e.g. endangered species, or high quality veneer logs) 
may require land sparing to be delivered... at all

• relevant if valuable products

• Irreversibility

• if some of these specialized products are lost if no land sparing we may decide to 
conserve them – even if of little value today

• Costs: production potential varies spatially as does the values and thus 
opportunity cost differs, example from Denmark:

• Biodiversity conservation (Petersen et al, 2016, in Danish)

• Recreational values 200-8000 DKK/ha (Økonomi & miljø, 2014, in Danish)

• Calls for land sparing
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Economic reasons for land sharing

• Land sharing may increase the per hectare yield (including non-marketed 
ecosystem services) => land conversion to forests

• Costs: IF diminishing marginal costs and sufficient increase in marginal 
return

• Uncertainty

• adaptation – if multiple services, uncertainty may increase this value, but less if 
correlated (Strange et al., 2019)

• diversified portfolio – but we need to look at options outside area management, and 
better include spatial scale (Jacobsen & Meilby, 2016)
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Strange, N., Jacobsen, J.B., Thorsen, B.J., 2019. Afforestation as a real option with joint production of environmental services. Forest Policy and Economics 104, 146-156
Jacobsen & Meilby, 2016, working paper presented at the SSFE conference, abstract available. Contact authors for further details



Land sharing / land sparing

• From an economic perspective: only makes sense if we look at larger 
spatial scales... and then also the whole economy
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The link to the rest of the economy

• Current international macro economic models lack details when it comes 
to effects on the forest

we lack knowledge of substitution possibilities – and realities

We need to integrate forest economics better with general economics

 the effect of the general economy on forest management

 the effect on forest management on the general economy

And without loosing the link to ecology and practical management

 Example if time allows: biomass consumption in Denmark:
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Solid biomass is the main renewable energy source in 

Denmark

Danish energy consumption, 2016

Fossil fuels

69 pct.

Solid biomass

16 pct.

Other renewable

energy sources

15 pct.

Domestic Imported

57 pct.

43 pct.

Denmark’s rank among EU28: 

Share of solid biomass in energy consumption

Share of imported biomass in energy consumption
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Biomass
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Is that a problem?

• Not in itself – the forest is able to adapt to a changed demand

• But:

 May reduce the stock

 biomass taxation is favoured over other green energy sources – society wastes 
money

 Does it happen at the cost of non-marketed goods?

• carbon stock

• biodiversity

 import (and indirect land use change)

 it competes with other wood uses... which may also not be well regulated

• We can only judge the sustainability of the changed market 
conditions if we improve the understanding of societal drivers and 
substitution patterns for both marketed and non-marketed goods



Thank you for your attention!
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